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NOMENCLATURE 

constants in the deflection equation 

flexural stiffness of plate 

Et3/12(1 - v2) 

Young's modulus of plate material 

critical compressive load per unit length along the circum-

f erential edge of plate 

w1 == plate deflection in the part of attachment with foundation 

w2 == plate deflection in the part not in attachment with foundation 

r == radial distance from center of the plate to any point in 

consideration 

f == radial distance from center of the plate to the point of 

separation of two parts in attachment and not in attachment 

== v2 v2 

== ( d2 + 1 d ) ( d2 1 d ) 
dr2 rdr ;2+r; 

a == radius of plate 

k == foundation modulus 

t == plate thiclmess 

" == Poisson's ratio 

(Mr)1 == moment in the plate in the part of attachment with foundation 

at a distance r from the center of plate 

(Mr)2 == moment in the plate in the part not in attachment with founda-

tion at a distance r from the center of plate 
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INTRODUCTION 

The buckling problem of a thin circular plate, compressed by 

uniformly distributed loads in the plane of the plate and normal to 

the edge, has been studied by many authors; however, the effect of an 

elastic foundation not attached to the plate has not as yet been consi-

dered. The present thesis treats such a problem. 

In 1891, G. Ho Bryan(l) first attacked the stability problem of 

a plate under thrusts in its own planeo The buckling loads were found 

from the differential equation of equilibrium, which in turn was solved 

in tenns of Bessel functions. Following the same process, many similar 

problems such as the circular annular plate under compressive loads in 

its plane was solved by A. Dannik, A. Nadai(z), Ao Lokchine(3) and 

E. Meissner(4). All of the above investigators obtained the exact 

solutions by using Bessel functions. In 1949, G.rigolguk, E. I.( 5) 

developed an approximate method for solving the stability problem of a 

circular annular plate. His results, compared with the ex.act soluti01.s 

of the previous investigators, differed only by 2% to 4% at the most. 

One advantage of the approximate method is to reduce the computations 

connected with the evaluation of the Bessel functions. In the present 

investigation, a trial and error method was used in finding roots of 

the characteristic equations which were expressed in terms of the 

Bessel functions. 

In 1958, P. Seide( 6) published a paper on the compressive buckling 

of a long simply supported plate on an elastic foundation. His results 

showed that the lack of attachment of the plate to the foundation gives 
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a drastic reduction in the buckling load. 

The purposes of this thesis are: (1) to find the relation be-

tween the buckling load and the foundation modulus when the plate is 

not in attachment with the foundation and (2) to compare the results 

with that of the same plate attached to the foundation. 

To perform the first objective, the author studied the second 

mode shape since the first mode is the well known case of full attach-

ment of the plate with the foundation which the author also discussed 

in the later part of the next chapter. The governing differential 

equations were established from the classical small deflection theory. 

These equations were solved in terms of Bessel functions. The final 

characteristic equations contained three variables which are: the 

buckling load, N; the foundation modulus, k, and the distance, f , 

from the center of the plate to the line of separation of the two 

regions of action of the deformed plate. The present investigation 

is concerned with the relative values of N and ko 

In solving these equations, an assumed value of k is required 

first and, by trial and error method, one set of roots which satisfy 

the assumed mode shape can be obtained. With many values of k and its 

corresponding values of N, a curve was plotted which showed the varia-

tion of the buckling load with the foundation moduluso 

In the case of attachment, the problem is quite simple. There 

is only one characteristic equation to be solved which contains the 

buckling load, N, and the foundation modulus, k. 

The results show that for the case of attachment, the relation 
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between the buckling load and the foundation modulus is quite irregular; 

while for the case of unattachment, the N - k relation looks like an 

exponential curve. 
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

1. Assumptions 

First of all, the author made the following assumptions: 

(a) The plate is clamped along its edge. 

(b) The forces acted on the plate are the uniform compressive 

load along its edge and the reactions of the foundation upon the bottom 

of the plate. 

(c) The foundation is of the Winkle type: that is, the pressure 

at any point in attachment with the plate is proportional o~ to the 

deflection applied at that point. 

(d) The plate will buckle in two cases as indicated in Fig. I 

and Fig. IIo 
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Q) Attached region 

cg) Unattached region 

A-A 

~{!)---c~ · 1 /Clamped 

~·~ ¥ 'in;r~ 
. ,~ I 
j • a • 

Figo I 

1st case of the deflection curve 
of the plate not in attachment 

with the foW1dation 

Figo II 

2nd case of the deflection curve 
of the plate not in attachment 

with the foundation 

A 
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2. Differential Equations 

The deflections of the plate are controlled by the following two 

differential equations based on classical small deflection theory: 

(DV4 + NV2 + k) w1 = 0 

(DV4 + NV2) w2 = O 

attached region (1) 

unattached region (2) 

in which w1, w2 are the deflections in the attached and unattached 

regions respectively. 

The deflections of the two regions are connected by the following equa-

tions of continuity at r = r : 
w = w = 0 1 2 w = 1 W2 = 0 

(dw1 = \~) ewl) = \dw2) 
dr r dr r 

or dr re= f dr r= f 

~d2w1 l dw1) _ ( d2w2 l dw2 J (J) 
(Mr)l = (Mr)2 -+-v-- - -+v--
<Clr\ = (Qr)2 

dr2 r dr rc=f dr2 r dr rc:f 

The boundary conditions at r = a are: 

(a) for the first case of deflection of the plate (Fig. I) 

= 0 ) 

=O (:2) 
r=a 

(4) 
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(b) for the second case of deflection of the plate (Fig. II) 

(w1 ) = O 
r =a l 

(:t =a = 0 1 
In addition, at r = O, the singularity properties require that the 

value of w1 (Fig. I) or w2 (Fig. II) be finite. 

(4)' 
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3. Solution of the Equations 

(a) For the attached region, write equation (1) as 
2 2 - N ~ J N2 - 4kD 

(V - m1) ( V - ~) w1 (r) = o, where m1 2 = --------
. , 2D 

Hence the complete solution of (1) is the sum of the solutions of the 

following two differential equations: 

d2w1 1 dw1 
+ - m1 w1 = 0 

dr2 r dr 

+ 
r dr 

Assume N2 > 4kD; then lIJ. 2 may be written as , 

~ = (- N + ~2 - /µill) = _ (N -~2 - /µill ) = _ p2 

_ (- N - j N2 - 4kD )- ( N + J N2 - 4kD ) 2 
~- - -- =-q 

2D 2D 

where p, q are positive real numbers depending on the values of N and k. 

Substituting ml' ~ in the above two differential equations, we get 

r2 d2w1 + r dwi. + p2 r2 w: = 0 
dr2 dr 1 

2 
r2 d w1 + r dw1 + q2 r2 w: = 0 

dr2 1 
dr 

These are the typical Bessel equations and their solutions can be 
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expressed as the sum of Bessel functions of the first kind and of 

the second kind of order zero. Hence the general solution of equation 

(1) may be written as 

(b) For the unattached region, write equation (2) as 

v 2 (DV2 + N) W2 = 0 

(5) 

Hence the complete solution of (2) is the sum of the solutions of the 

following two differential equations: 

r2 d2w dw2 2 + r = 0 
<lr2 dr 

2 
r2 d W2 

+ 
dw2 + d 2r2w2 = 0 where ci2 = N = p2 + q2 r 

dr2 dr D 

or (5)' 

In (5) and (5)', A's and C's are arbitrary constants to be satis-

fied by the boundary conditions and the equations of continuity. 

At r = 0, Y 0 (pr) - - X) 

yo (qr)--- :>o 

Y0 (ar)-- X) 

log r ---~ 

The singularity properties require the constants A3, A4 in equation (5) 

and c2, c3 in equation (5)' to vanish. Hence (5) and (5)' will be 

simplified as follows: 

wl = A1Jo(pr) + A2Jo(qr) 

w2 = C1J 0 (clr) + c4 

(6) 

( 6)' 
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Considering the first case of buckling, the equations of contin-

uity at r = f and the boundary conditions at r = a yield the following 

seven algebraic equations with six constants, the A's and Cts, as the 

unlmowns. They are: 

A1Jo(P J>) + A2Jo(qf) = 0 

A1J0 (pf) + A2J0 (qf) - c1J0 (df) - c2Y0 (df) - c3logf - c4 = 0 
1 A1pJ1(pf) + A2qJl(qf) - C1dJ1(df) - C2CSYo(dp) + C3 f = 0 

A1(-p2Jo(Pf) + (1-V)} Jl (pf)) + A2(-q2Jo(q/) + (l -1')~ Jl (qf~ 
+ cifi 2J 0 (df')-(1-1'); J1 (d f) J + c2 ( <t 2y0 (d fl -(1-11)jY1 (d f~ +c3 (1-11)j2 = a 
A1p3Jl(pf) + A2q3J1(qf) - C1d3Jl(df) - C2d3 Yl(df) = 0 

c1J0 (d a) + c2Y0 (d a) + c3 log a + c4 

c1dJ1(d a)+ c2dY1(d a) - c3 ~ 

=O 

=O 

Elimination of the constants from the above seven equations yields 

two characteristic equations in terms of Bessel functions, which are: 

d h2J0 (pf)J 0 (qf) ( J0 ( d P) Y1 (df)-J1 (of)Y0(C:Sf~ (<1oq)(e1a)Y1 (a a)+Y0 (da) 

-Y0( d f')) + {(log;) (a a) [ J1 (da)Y0 (Gf)-J 0 ( df )Y1 (da)J +J 0 (<ia)Y0 (d fl 

-Jo( df)Yo(da) }{ P2J o ( qf l [ pJl (pf )Yo (df l- d Jo (pf )Yi (d f )) -q2J o (pf) 

(qJ1(qf)Yo(d.f)-dJO(qf)Y1(1if)J} =a (7) 

h 2J 0 (pf )J 0 ( qf) ( (104)(c1a)Y1 (da)+Y0 (csa)-Y0(df)J{ a [ J1 (da)Y0 (d f) 

-J0(cl f)Y 1 (aa) J +If 0( df)Y 1 (d .P)-J1 (df)Y0 (d f iJ} + { (104)(oa) { J1 (d a)Y0 ( df) 

-J 0 {d f)Y1 (da) J +J0 (d a)Y0 {csf)-J 0(d f)Y0{4a)] f<H0(0f) [ pJl (pf )J 0 ( qf) 

-qJ1 ( qf )J0 (pf)} ·tth 0{pf )J 0 ( qy) [ fY0 (a f )-aY1 (a a)}} = a (S) 
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Similarly, for the second case of buckling, the following two 

characteristic equations are established: 

<1112 - 13l4){qJl(pf)Jo(qf)-pJo(pf)Jl(qf)]+ 1115P(Jo(qf)Y1(qf) 

·-Jl(qf)Yo(qp))+ 1~5q[J1(Pf)Yo(pf)-Jo(Pf)Y1(pf)]+ l3l5[pJ1(qr)Yo(pf) 

-qJo(qf)Yl(pf) l + l4l5[pJo('lJ')Y1(qf)-qJl(Pf)Yo(qf~ 125[PYo(Pf)Y1('lf) 

-qYo(qf)Yl (pf) l = 0 (7)' 

4 Jo(<lf){ <111:2-1Jl4) [ pJl (pf )Jo(qf)-qJo(pf )Jl (qf)l + 1115'l[J1 (qp)Yl (qp) 

-Jl (qp)Yo(qf) j+ l.zl51' [J1 (pf )Yo(pp)- J o(pp)Yl (pf>) l + 1315 [qJl (qf)Yo(Pf) 

-pJ o(qp)Yl (pp) j+ l4l5 [qJo (pp)Y1 (qf)- pJl (pf)Yo(qf) j+ 12 5 [qYo(Pf )Yl (qp) 

-pY0 (qp)Y1(Pf) ]~+ h2J1C.lf) { <1112 - 1J14l Jo(pp)Jo(qp)- 1Jl5Jo«u»Yo(pf) 

- 14l5Jo(pp)Yo(qp) - 125Yo(pf)Yo{<lf)} = 0 (8)' 

where 11 = [ J1(pa)Y0 (pa) - J0 (pa)Y1(pa)) p 

12 = [ J0 (qa)Y1 (qa) - J1 (qa)Y0 (qa)] q 

13 = pJ1(pa)Y0 (qa) - qJ0 (pa)Y1(qa) 

14 = pJ0 (qa)Y1(pa) - qJ1(qa)Y0 (pa) 

15 = qJo(pa)Jl(qa) - pJl(pa)Jo(qa) 
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4. Study of the Case in Attachment 

i-----a ·I 
Fig. III 

Deflection of the plate in 
attachment with the foundation 

In case the plate is in full attachment with the foundation, 

equation (1) will govern the whole region and the solution is 

expressed by equation (5)· above. On applying the boundary conditions 

at the clamped edge and the singularity properties at the center of 

plate, the following characteristic equation is established: 

(9) 
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DATA AND RE.5ULTS 

There are two characteristic equations as expressed by (?), (8) 

or (7)', (8)' for the two buckling cases of the plateo These equations 

contain three variables: k/D, N/D and f o For any given value of 

k/D, there is a set of roots which satisfies these two equations and 

is, at the same time, consistent with the mode shape as shown in 

Fig. I or Figo II. As the computational work in solving the charac-

teristic equations is quite lengthy, the numerical calculations 

covered only the first case of buckling in the present thesiso In 

doing the calculations, the author wanted to use the existing tables(?) 

of the Bessel functionso Since the arguments of the Bessel functions 

are limited to 16.00 in these tables, the radius of the plate was 

taken equal to 3. Using trial and error method, the results for the 

indicated values of k/D and N/D are shown in Table I. 

Table I 

Foundation Modulus, k, and the Buckling Loads, N, 
for the Plate in Attachment and Not in Attachment 

with the Foundation 

Foundation Modulus, k/D 15 25 35 45 

Unattached ll.71 12009 12.44 13.42 
Buckling Load, N/D 

14.67 Attached 12.46 14.02 13.02 

65 85 

16092 25.10 

17.19 23029 

To find the mode shape, it was necessary to express the deflections, 

w1 and w2, in terms of an arbitrary constant by using the following 

relations: 
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A1P2 pJl(pf)Yo(cif) -dJ0 (pf)Y1(df))+ A2q2 qJl(qf)Yo(df)-cCJo(qf)Y1(df) 
C1=~_..._~~~-------..~---~---..__~-J.---~--..--~~~~----J 

a3 Jl (df)Yo(df) - Jo(df)Yl (d.f) 

c3 = Cl d aJ1 (da) + c2d aY1 (da) 

C 4 = - c1 [J0 (da) + (log a) (d a )J1 (da) J - c2 [Y0 (eta) + (log a)(da)Y1 (<ta)) 

The relationship between the foundation modulus and the buckling 

loads, and the mode shape of the plate is shown in Fig. IV and Fig. v. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In establishing the general solutions of equations (1) and (2), 

the author made the assumption that N2 - 4kD>O. As a result, all 

the characteristic equations become identities when N2 = 4kD or p = q. 

This indicates that for such a compressive force, no deflection occurs 

in the plate because for any value off , where no deflection occurs, 

both characteristic equations are satisfied. Hence to make the plate 

buckle, it is necessary that N be larger than J4kD. In other words, 

the inequality, N2 - 4kD>O must hold true in solving this problem. 

By studying the results obtained in Chapter V, the author 

wishes to make the following conclusions: 

(a) For the compressive buckling of a circular plate in the 

second mode shape when the plate is clamped on an elastic foundation 

not in attachment, the load and foundation modulus relation looks 

like an exponential curve; while for a long simply supported rectan-

gular plate it is a logarithmic curve( 6). 

(b) If the plate is kept in attachment with the foundation, the 

load and foundation modulus relation has the same trend as that for 

the plate not in attachment with the foundation but it moves up and 

down behaving more like an ascending sine curve. 

(c) Theoretically, the third mode shape or any mode larger than 

the third mode exists for certain values of N and k, but the problem 

is much more complicated. Hence modes higher than the second were 

not considered in this thesis. 
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Abstract 

A circular thin plate under radial compressive forces 

resting on an elastic foundation not in attachment was 

studied with regard to it's behavior in the 2nd mode shape. 

Two regions of action are controlled by two differential 

equations of the fourth order which were solved in terms of 

the Bessel functions. The relations between the foundation 

modulus and the buckling load were found from two characteri-

stic equations expressed in terms of Bessel functions. 
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